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APO building new consession stand
by Mike Laberge
Staff Writer
Last Friday, several members of the
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity began laying the framework for a project that had
been long overdue — a new concession
stand.
BY Sunday afternoon, the basic
framework, as well as plywood walls and
roofing, were in place, and APO President Bob Demerritt was smiling.
"It's getting exciting now,to finally sie
it come together," he said. "We've
been planning for so long."
Dayton Grandmaison, concessions
chairperson for APO, said the new
building will cost $10,000, adding that
the group has raised about $6,500 so far.
Funding for the project has corne
from the „group's savings and from
advertising revenue, he said.
"We're leasing ad space on the
building," Grandmaison said.
He said the two existing buildings the
group uses for concessions, which lie on
both sides of the grandstand, are rundown and decrepit, and eventually would
have had to be replaced.
"The buildings that are there have
been there since the 40s," he said.
Alpha Phi Omega, which runs the concession stand at sporting events, is con"We've been operating out of them since
structing a new stand to replace the present one which is old and too small.
(Laberge photo) '69."

About a year ago, one building was in
such need of repair that it could be used only as a storage area, he said.
Grandmaison said the group needed
the new building because the existing
building they were using as a concession
stand was too small.
"We need so much more space," he
said.
Demerritt said, "We'd have to do major renovations to stay in the
building."
Once completed, the new building will
be twice as large as the existing stand.
Grandmaison said the group wants to
expand its menu to include ice cream and
french fries next fall.
The equipment for the french fries will
cost an additional $5,000. most of which
the group hopes will come from donations.
Demerritt said APO members have
been doing most of the work themselves,
and will complete work on the stand
during the summer.
About 15 group members worked on
the building Friday afternoon, and all
day Saturday and Sunday.
Demerritt said brothers also will
donate weekends this summer to complete the building.
He said it will be ready for fall.
(see STAND page 2)

Referendum "Much needed"
to go before fee protested
students
by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer

by Marc •Larrivee
Staff Writer
Students will have the opportunity this
Thursday to voice their opinions about
three referendum questions from student
government.
Mike Scott, Off-Campus Board president, said ihe first question asks the student body if it approves of next year's
$200 mandatory Student Life Fee.
"There is an article in the constitution
which requires the student senate to put
to referendum any new fee put to the
students,' Scott said.
Whether the university administration
acknowledges the result of the referendum is their decision, he said.
"If the administration wants to
disregard the referendum that's their
concern.
"However, if they continue to
disregard what the students say, it just
goes to show that they don't have very
much respect for the way students
feel," Scott said.
About 500 student signatures were
collected in order to place the third question on the referendum which could
bring about a special election for student
government president, he said.
(see VOTE page SI

Admission fees to certain areas of Acadia National Park
will be charged to visitors beginning May 1 to raise money
for the upkeep of the park and at least one man plans to protest the move.
Bob Miller, an administrative officer at the park, Said the
fees are necessary because parts of the park are beginning to
deteriorate fast.
"We have 50 miles of carriage roads throughout the park
that were built back in the 30s," he said. "They are beginning to erode and the surfaces are rotting away. This creates
a problem for many people who ride bikes, push strollers, or
are in wheelchairs. They are difficult to pass over."
Miller said the park does not have enough money to repair
the things That need to be repaired.
"Over the past three or four years, park budgets have been
whittled away. They (national parkS) don't have enough money
to repair historical monuments or places," he said.
Because of this problem, national park officials went-to
Congress and asked for help. What resulted was an admission fee structure that would help pay for maintenance costs.
Miller said a sliding scale has now been introduced and will
be in effect starting May I.
The first fee is a $2 individual fee. Miller said the fee would
cover any individual seeking entrance to the Sand Beach and
Thunder Hole areas of the park. The pass would last seven
days — longer than other national parks charge — he said,
adding that this would also cover people coming in on tour
buses.
The second fee is a $5 weekly pass for an automobile.
"It doesn't matter how many people are in the auto, or
whether they have passes," he said.
The Acadia Annual pass is a season pass, good all year
round, for $15.
"This pass allows unlimited use of the park for the whole
family," he said. "Anyone in the family vehicle is allowed
through the toll."
The Golden Eagle Passport, a pass which has been around

The baseball team took 2 of 3 games this weekend from
conference rival Northeastern. The Black Bears' season
record is now 5-3 in conference play. Story page 9.
for many years, offers people access into any national park
in the country for $25 a year.
Miller said the park also has two free passes.
"The Golden Age pass is for anyone 62 years and older,"
he said. "They have access to the park along with anyone in
their vehicle
"The Golden Access pass is for handicapped people and
offers the same privileges as the Golden Age pass."
But Milan Tait, a Buxton resident, said he is not pleased
with the idea of _having to pay these lees.
"They are snowballing peoetle so they can get more money
than they need," Tait said.
(see ACADIA page 5)
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'Stand

Tom Higgins

The Da

Last summer, APO was in danger ot
losing the football concession because ot
violations at the stand, Grandmaison said.
The stand did not have a hot water
heater, it had windows and doors that
Here not covered by screens, and it did
not have shatter-proof light bulbs, he
said.
"The violations never affected the
quality of our food," he said. "Thes
were just operational things."
To keep from losing the concession,
Grandmaison said members of APO met
s%ith university officials last April to
work out an agreement.
They esentually made a gentleman's
agreement with the university.
"try said if we took,care of the safe-,
ty violations, they would let us operate
for one more year," he said. "We took
care of those over the summer."
As part. of that agreement, APO
members said they would donate part of
the concession revenue'to the athletic
department, Grandmaison said.
"N'e are now giving them $300 per
game," he said.
Demerritt said this money is
specifically earmarked for scholarships.
Grandmaison said APO makes an
average of $1,500 per game
- The money from the concession is used both for maintenance of the stand
and for the group's operating expenses.
"We are entirely self-supportive," he
said. "Any money we get, this is it right
here."
Part of the money is given to the Gamma Sigma Sigma sorority, which helps
run the stand.
The remaining money is then used to
help fund projects the) conduct
throughout the year, such as Bananas the
bear and the shuttle bus to the Bangor
Mall.
Grandmaison said the ow.kers ot
Governor's restaurant had been interested in taking over the football concession for a number of years.
Hearing about the situation with
.APO, they looked into the possibility of
taking over the concession.
"They heard about it and they were interested in coming in," Grandmaison
said.
But he said the university never made
a formal offer to Governor's.
Last fall, Grandmaison said APO
members met with university officials to
obtain a permit to build the new
concession.
Receiving approval, the group began
submitting proposals soliciting advertising from local merchants.
Demerritt said the project has the full
support of the administration.
"The university has been giving us a
Tot of help," he said. "It's a good feeling."
at
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AIDS spread to U.S. via African monkeys
om page II

by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
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Editor's note: This is the second in a series offour
articles on the topic of AIDS.
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A deadly disease which has taken millions of human
lives may have had its origins in a minor virus found
in African monkeys.
Fred Woldarski, an epidemiologist from St. Joseph
Hospital in Bangor, said,"Many doctors and researchers
feel that AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) may have started with a virus that infected the
.‘, frican Green Monkeys.
Woldarski said the virus probably mutated and began
to affect humans in central Africa as early as the 1950s.
According to the January 1987 issue of the Scientific
American, the firstsign of the AIDS virus in humans
took the form of a rare cancer named Kaposi's sarcoma.
This cancer, known mainly in Africa during the 1970s,
causes a tumor of blood-vessel tissue in the skin or internal organs.
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"Right now Maine-has only around 50 reported AIDS
cases, but in the last six months the number of reported
cases has doubled. We are catching up very quickly to
the national trend."
Woldarski said, "There has been a real big nationwide push for safe sex among both homosexuals and
heterosexuals.
"Intravenous drugs are out. It is widely known that
sharing needles is very, very dangerous," he added.
He said about the virus's effects on college campuses,
"College students should be very careful whom they
choose for sexual partners — if they choose to be sexually active at all."
According to a study done at Stanford University,.
almost one-third of the students questionecididn't know
what 'safe sex' practices were, and many of those who
The Scientific American states: "By now as many as did didn't know how to use them.
two million people in the United States may be infected.
Using condoms for all sexual activity in which body
In the endemic areas of Africa and the Caribbean the fluids are exchanged and limiting the number of one's
situation is much worse."
sexual partners are safe sex practices.
Peter Flanagan. a University of Maine graduate stu- - The Stanford study also showed that almost three out
dent of microbiology, said, "For a while, Maine was of four students don't ask their partners about health
spared from the disease because the state is so isolated. bcfov engaging in intercrfurse

Next time you feed
your face,
think about your heart.
Go easy on your heart and
start cutting back on foods
that are high in saturated
fat and cholesterol The
change II do you good

•
to the Gainwhich helps

Sometime in the late 1970s a more aggressive form
of this cancer began showing up in central Africa,
especially among homosexual males.
The result was that "a mysterious and fatal illness,
apparently associated with lifestyle, had appeared."
Woldarski said the virus spread first to other sections
of Africa, then to the Caribbean — specifically Haiti.
"There are really no definite reasons why the disease
spread from .central Africa.
"The Haitians had engaged in a lot of culture exchange with central Africa during-the 1970s. Some people feel it (AIDS) may have been spread through
this," Woldarski said.
Haiti is a popular vacation spot, a fact that probably
helped the virus spead to America and Europe, he said.
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American Heart
Association

Located in Fernald Hall
Open Monday thru Friday 7 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Breakfast and Lunch Specials Daily
Call us at 581-1404 and we'll have your order ready
or stop in and see us!
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There will be exit interview
sessions' in 101 Neville Hall
on Wednesday and Thursday
evening, April 22 and 23, at
7:00 p.m. for all graduating
seniors having NDSLioans.
Government regulations
state that all borrowers must
participate in the exit interview before leaving the lending institution.
If there are any questions,
please call 581-1534.
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Professor from Northwestern to speak at UMaine this
week in first lecture of Visiting4Scholar Program
A distinguished scholar of recent
European social and political philosophy—
from Northwestern University will give
four lectures this week at the University
of Maine.
Nancy Fraser, professor of philosophy
and comaparative literature and theory
at Northwestern, will lecture on
feminism, postmodernism, and the
welfare system April 21-23.
Fraser's lectures are the first in the
newly established Visiting Scholar Pro-

gram sponsored by the UMaine Department of Philosophy and coordinated by
Jana Sawicki, a professor in the
department.
Doug Allen, also a professor of
philosophy, said members of the department are very enthusiastic about the
lectures.
"We'll have an interdisciplinary audience; we expect people from many different disciplines to attend."
A professor at Northwestern for six
years, Fraser is the author of numerous

elides on recent French and German
philosophy.
A book of her essays titled "Unruly
Practices: Power, Discourse, and Gender
in Contemporary Political Thought"
is expected to be published this year by
the University of Minnesota Press.
"A number of people know her
(Fraser)," Allen said. "She's very' articulate and has a lot of energy. We're
really looking forward to it."

Fraser will present the following lectures: "Feminism, Bureaucracy, and the
Discourse of Social Needs," 8 p.m.
April 21 in 100 Neville Hall; "Social
Criticism
Without Philosophy:
Feminism and Postmodernism," 4
p.m. April 22 in the North Bangor.
Lounge, Memorial Union; and two lectures on April 23 in Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union, "Criticisms of Wtlfare
Capitalism" at 12:15 p.m. and "Women,
Welfare, and the Politics of Needs Interpretation" at 4 p.m.

FIREWORKS
Previously scheduled for 8:45 tonight
have been cancelled.., the suppliers
went out of business! Sorry!
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World/U.S. News
Revolt in Argentina second in four days
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina(AP)President Raul Alfonsin on Sunday
went to a military base to personally
seek the surrender of 150 renegade
soldiers demanding a halt to human
rights abuse trials
Speaking tri 200.000 people from
the balcony. o• Government House,
the presideni a flounced his intention
to meet with s•etst-1
He said "You and I. all Argentines.
know what we are risking, that it is much
more than an absurd coup, we are risking our future, the future of our
children.'
After a fervent. five-minute speech, he
was taken by car to a nearby helicopter
landing ,'ad.
The t-day-old revolt, the second
-militny rebellion in our days. produced a deluge of popular support for
Alfonsin's government, which was
elected in 1983 to restore democracy after
. seven years of harsh military rule.
But there were also signs of resistance
Sunday among Alfonsin's own troops at

Campo de Mayo, 22 miles east of
Bueno, Aires.
"There are problems with mid-level
commanders of the army in charge of
carrying out the operation!' said Sen.
Adolfo Gass, a prominent member of
Alfonsin's Radical Civic Union party.
"I don't understand why the loyal
forces have not attacked the mutineers!'
About 2,000 loyal Army troops stood
encircl•'d cunday around the Pedro
Aramburu Infantry School, with the
rehi..• soldiers iiit ISO yards away, but
no
,ho wa fired.
The rebel officers were seeking an
end to vr—esuilon of officers accused
of human rights abuses under military
governments from 1976-83. The
rebellion which bbbegan Friday, followed one in Cordoba that ended without
bloodshed.
Meanwhile, government sources said
embattled Army Chief Of Staff Gen.
Hector Rios Erenu, criticized for his
failure to promptly end the insurrection,
agreed to retire. The sources, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said he

•Acadia

would be temporarily replaced by the
minister of defense, Horacio Jaunarena.
According to the sources, Rios Erenu's
retirement was negotiated in secret talks
Saturday and Sunday between the
government and the rebels. The rebels
sought Rios Erenu's ouster because he
insisted that the military answer court
orders in the human rights cases.
Tens of thousands of Argentines
streamed to the downtown Plaza de
Mayo across from the Government
House Sunday, in response to calls by
radio and television announcers to defend democracy.
"I have made a decision...within a few
minutes that I will leave personally for
Campo de Mayo to demand the surrender of the seditionists' Alfonsin told
them before heading to the helicopter
pad.
Earlier Sunday, the president placed
police at radio and television stations to
keep any sympathizers of the military
rebels from attempting a coup.
Campo de Mayo was disturbed early
Sunday when about 100 angry members

of the far-left Humanist Pary tried to
cross police barriers outside the infantry school.
Police tear-gassed them, but no injure' were reported.
Authorities cleared the streets around
the subbuitiaii /one near the infantry
schoo Sunday.
Alfonsin has re...ised broad support
for his democracy, both at home and
abroad, since the military defied his
government last Wednesday at the 14th
Paratroop Regiment near Cordoba, 440
miles northwest of the capital.
On Sunday, Saul Ubaldini, head of
the general Confederation of Labor,
which controls almost half the nation's
industrial workfroce, declared a 14-hour
general strike starting Monday at 10 a.m.
in support of democratic order.
About 250 Argentine officers face
charges in connection with their role in
the so-called "dirty war" waged by the
former military government against leftist guerrillas and their sympathizers
during the mid-1970's.
(continued from page Il

Tait is organizing a protest on May 1
to try to change officials' minds. .
"I have sent around a petition that
says, 'We the undersigned, want to pay
no more than $.5 per family, per year,
forever, for entrance into Acadia National Park-," he said.
Tait said he feels that 55 is more than

enough to charge people entering the
park.
Tait, whose father worked at the park,
said he used to play there all the time.
Since he has moved to Buxton, he must
drive much farther to get to Acadia.
"I have to pay gas to get there." he

—Said. "I don't want to have to pay $2
more when I get to the park."
Miller said Acadia park officials did
not set up the fees, the Maine Legislature
did.
But he said charging $5. as Tait wants
to. would not yield the money the park
needs.

"We wouldn't make enough revenue
for the future years," Miller said.
Tait said he plans to have a protest at
the toll gate on May 1 at 8 a.m.
After meeting at the Bar Harbor Ball
Park, Tait and his followers will march
to the toll gates.

SEA and OCB present a

PRE-BUMSTOCK

BASH
Friday April 24
8:b0 p.m.
Lengyel Gym
$3.00

MAX

And special guest

Young Neil and the Vipers
.
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Simply Red mixes styles
Review

Christina Baldwin

Changes
Recently I received a picture of two
great uncles of mine. Nothing really
extraordinary, just a quick note and
a picture.
The only thing out of the ordinary
is that they are twins sharing 184 years
between them.
Roger and Donald Fenn are both
92-years-old. They were born in 1895.
Can you imagine what they have
been through in their lifetimes?
Let's see. They have been through
five wars since they were born. I've
only been through one war and I can
barely remember that one, although
it is still talked about.
They have seen social changes by
the decade. It must hase been strange
living in America during the Industrialist Boom, the Roaring Twenties, The Great Depression, whatever
they. called the 40s, the Communistic
505, the flowerchild 60s, the discoridden 70s and the technological 80s.
So much change in their lives. They
went from riding horses to driving
Model A's. They went from being
members of one big, happy party to
members of a nation broken lys
P05erty.
The war to end all wars was next.
Can you imagine living during the
time when most international relationships crumbled?
Roger and Donald then came into
the era when everyone wanted a bomb
shelter. What a way to live. But the
next decade must have been fun.
Seeing men land on the moon must
have been a treat. I didn't see it on the
TV because mY•little brother was busy
being born.
By the 705 my great uncles were getting old. Values began to change
quickly. Women and minorities were
settled into careers they had fought
for in the 60s, teenagers were getting
promiscuous. Violence was a common occurence.
The 80s have swept us into a computer world. Everything is being done
by computer. We have a disease
threatening to become another Black
Plague.(Actually, it has already moved into its place.)
By the time it was 1985. Roger and
Donald were ninety. They. hadn't seen
each other in 50 years. They got
together for their 90th Birthday party and Shared some stories.
It must be strange seeing someone ,
who looks exactly like yaf and whom
you have not seen in 50 years.
The stories they shared must have
been good. Their lives were definitely filled with experiences I'll never be
able to duplicate.
Christina Baldwin wishes she had
a twin to experience life with.

The Da

by John Robinson
Volunteer Writer
Nipping close at the heels of 1985's
Picture Book, with smash hits "Holding
Back The Years" and "MoneyS Too
Tight To Mention," a much improved
Simply Red follow up with their latest
_release, Men And Women.
Gone is the hesitancy and
unassuredness of a band just blossoming onto the music scene. Dominating lead singer Mick
Hucknall and Co. are more relaxed and
more experienced as a group. And they
bring this,confidence to the studios.
Vocals are more innovative, arrangements sparkle by design, and the
brass plays with command performance
quality.
Opening with the sure hit "The Right
Thing," the Redboys give a preview of
the rest of theitalbum from the start.
Hucknall runs away with this one,
which blows away anything from Picture
Book. Featuring excellent vocal control
as well as an expertly played flugelhorn
by Tim Kellet, "The Right Thing" shows
off a beat worth dancing to time and
again.
"Infidelity" follows with Kellet and
Tony Bowers stealing the show on percussion. The rhythm is like a carefree
stroll down a sunny lane with Janette
Sewell, whose backup vocals are more
like lead. Also debuting with the group

is Ian Kirkham who promises great
things with a whaling sax.
The man known only as Sylvan plucks
out a relaxing note for "Suffer," a
quiet tune with keyboardist Fritz McIntyre joining in midway for the vocal lead
on the chorus. Striking is Hucknall's
ability to match his voice to the tempo,
thereby making the two inseparable.
Sylvan picks up the pace with a rejuvenated "I Won't Feel Bad."
Hucknall is supreme here as he belts out
a menagerie of vocal changes. Breaks in
the music allow for poignant emphasis,
with a blockbuster finish starring all
horns. •
Cole Porter rests well as Hucknall
croons out his version of Porter's classic
"Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye. "Assisted only by what seems like a violin
(although no violin is listed on the
album's credits)and an occasional string
of ivories, Mick solos beautifully as if
it were his own. It spoiled me for the
original.
Hucknall begs to "Let Me Have It
All" in a song by the same name. A
slight variance from the routine, as most
of this tune is based on drums by Chris
Joyce. Horns and an excellent solo piece
by Sylvan help this baby out, which
could've used a bit more work on the
drawing board.
Reggae is the catch word in "Love
Fire," originally written by Bunny
Wailer. With the characteristic stutter
,beat and vocal backup from anyone who
can sing. Hucknall generals this one bycommanding his own voice. Brass.

trademark of the reggae, ices the the cake
in this stunning tribute.
Picture Book seems revisited with
"Move On Out," at least in style.
Vocals come from every direction, including Hucknall, the band, and Janette
Sewell once again. That is until Sylvan
steals the show for a moment. A bellowed chorus from the band also complements sneaky percussion work.
After hearing a variance of styles for
eight tunes, "Shine" was a disappointment only in the fact that it 'offered
nothing new. It's Simply Red through
and through, it just doesn't deviate from
the norm. Fortunately, it wasn't long
enough to make a difference.
Wrapping.up this 4I-minute, ten song
effort in a rather relaxed fashion is
"Maybe Someday..." A very cool
vocal spots a quickie trumpet by Kellet
before McIntyre joins in to finish up
with Hucknall.
With changing tempos, unsurpassed
vocal work and a guitarist who should
be listed alongside the jazz greats, Men
And Women is a must for those with an
ear for true music.
Combining the 'effluences of blues,
jazz, country, reggae, and pop would
leave any other group in an identity
crisis..
But not Simply Red. They're simply
perfect.

.
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Maine Bound

Outdoors is a classroom

by Rhonda Morin
Volunteer Writer

To Maine Bound members, the
woods is a classroom, a river is a
teacher, and a sheer mountain cliff, a
laboratory.
Instead of textbooks, students use
rafts, kayaks, and snowshoes. Instead
of greasy cafeteria hamburgers, they
gobble up cold bagels, oatmeal
heated on a cook stove, and a mixture of raisins, nuts, coconut, and
granola called gorp.

It you want to learn how to repel a
cliff or shoot through white water
rapids in a canoe, Maine Bound is
the best way to do it.
"Maine Bound offers a variety of
outdoor programs that place people
in situations that wrench you from the familiar and evoke gut level, not
habitual responses," said Jon
Tierney:, the coordinator of Maine
Bound.

White water waves run up against
the sides and into the canoe as paddlers cut the water.

Rock climbers cling to sections of
the cliff, hoping to find secure hand
and foot holds. If they should fall
they are supported by a rope harnessed to their stomach and legs. From
the top or the bottom of the cliff
stands a safety person, who braces the
rope close to his side.
"Experiences like rock climbing,
rock soloing, wilderness living, and
white water canoeing expand one's
perspective and provide a basis for
personal and group growth," said
Tierney.
(see BQUND page 7)
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Among the most popular courses in the
program
are rock climbing, white water canoeing,
and
kayaking, said Tierney.
"Maine is a state for natural, outdoor
education.*
Maine Hound attracts students," said
William
Lucy, the associate dean of student activities.
"Outdoor education is education in,
about, and
for the outdoors. I believe outdoor education
is
plain, direct, and simple, a common sense
method
of learning," Said Tierney.
Many students enjoy the wilderness around
them
as they swim, climb, and hike New England's
clean
waters, rugged cliffs, and dense forests.
Maine Bound is a highly structured program.
"Outdoor recreation provides opportunities for
students, faculty, and staff that lead to lifelong
leisure interests," said Kevin Slater, the
founder or --Maine Bound at the-University of Maine:
Some ofthe benefits of outdoor education are
;increased survival skills, improved interpersonal
communications, and the ability to safely enjoy the
wilderness areas. said Slater.
People involved in outdoor activities learn by
doing and acquire new skills in the process, he said.
"My teaching skills have improved," said Barbara Fiore, an upperclassman majoring in English
and the white water canoeing course instructor.
"The activities definitely help with developing
patience. Within the staff and the participants you
are made a better listener and develop more patience," she said.
"Do it for yourself. That's what Maine Bound is
all about — outdoor education," said John Anderson, a sophomore majoring in international affairs.
There is no one dictating os-er you during the
courses, so it makes it fun," said Peter Gillingham,
a sophomore majoring in liberal arts.
"There is time set aside in the courses for personal reflection. This helps you become in tune
with nature." he said.
The courses are aimed at enhancing selfconfidence and responsibility through positive, goal
orientated experiences, said Slater.
"I've gotten more out of Maine Bound by way
of learning then any classes here on campus," said
Christine Trefethen, a senior majoring in parks and
recreation.

Among course objectives is improved communication skills in one to one and group situations, said Slater.
"Getting to know people and working with them
is what it's all about," said Treferthen.
"Everything is done as a team," said
Gillingham.
"I now find it easier to relate to different kinds
of people and groups," said Fiore.
Maine Bound offers non-alcoholic programs. Instead of drinking and socializing in a bar, students
under 21 can talk and work with older students in
the outdoors.
"Maine Bound has grown in it`te.," said B.J.
Dunn, a sophomore intern for Maine Bound.
There were 15 members who participated in the
courses after Slater established the group in 1983,
said Dunn.
"These members went onto to become the Maine
Bound staff," said Tierney.
"There are now 30 people in the program. Half
of them are real active, while the other half are involved somewhat," said Dunn.
"This is our best year, especially this semester,"
said Trefethen.
The members of Maine Baound recently
distributed brochures statewide and advertised in
local newspapers. Their goal was to increase public
awareness of the pkigram.
"There is more promotion. We're making
ourselves more evident," said Trefethen.
"We give slide shows in the dorms. The average
for a dorm program is 1310 14 people. This is a
poor number of students, so other forms of promotion are used," said Dunn.
"This is our first semester with newspaper advertisement," said Dunn.
"We have a semester newspaper that is sent to all
off campus students and faculty. We have 10,000 to
12,000 of these newspapers out. This involves a lot
of work and time, but because of our staff commitment — the willingness of the staff and Jon to
put in extra time — our goals art attainable," said
Dunn.
"When I go to Conway, N.H., I drop some
newspapers off in area sport stores and other
members do the same," he said.

4continued from page 61
To reach a broader audience, Nlaine Bound
sometimes buys radio time. For example, when a
group is needed for a beginning course in kayaking, held in the Wallace pool, or when a group
decides to hold an ice climbing expedition in the
White Mountains, said Dunn.
"This depends on the course. The Quincy on the
Mall went out to all Bangor and Orono radio stations,'" he said. '
_ In addition, press releases concerning the courses
are sent out to area media.
"These are trips we offer once or twice a
semester, given to area papers like the Bangor Daily News," said Dunn.
Maine Bound advertises in the Daily Maine
Campus.
Children also are involved in Maine Bound by
way of their youth program. Schools in Bangor
and Orono are included. These children can learn
how to construct a shelter made out of snow or
hike two miles while carrying a five to 10 pound
backpack.
In addition, Acadia National Park and the
Bangor Ski Rack distribute Maine Bound fliers
and newspapers.
Maine Bound charges a course fee for food,
transportation and equipment use, said Tierney.
"Renting the vans for transportation are the major cost. They charge us $80 for a weekend trip to
Acadia National Park," said Fiore.
Maine Bound is funded by the Center for
Students Services. Student Services generates
money from the student activity fee for Memorial
Union functions and activity offices. It gives
Maine Bound about $2,000 to S3,00Q for staff,
salaries, and paper expenses, said Tierney.
Maine Bound is part of the Memorial Union
and will receive more money due to the newly
passed mandatory fee bill.
"We (Maine Bound) are expected to project
$13,000 for our organization," said Tierney.
"The instructors of the courses are not paid,"
said Fiore.
Instead they are increasing their education of the
outdoors and teaching others in the process.
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Elizabeth Moore of
Boothbay, James Savoie
of Orono. and Jennifer
Meisle of Camden are
starring in the production
of "%1 hat the Butler
Saw," playing at Hauck
Auditorium April 22-25.
(PI( s photo')
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World population could increase
by billion if births not controled
WASHINGTON (AP)- More than a
billion more people are expected on
Earth in the coming decade, an increase
that could pose catastrophic consequences unless action is taken to reduce
births, a leading population researcher
warns.
"If we don't come to grips with this
problem we'll face a world in turmoil"
said Werner Fornos, president of The
Population Institute in issuing a
"Blueprint for World Population
Stabilization."
His warning comes soon after a
separate group , the Population
Reference Bureau, reported that world
wide births have begun increasing again,
after a brief period of decline.
Fornos' study was released Sunday, to
mark the start of World Population

Awareness Week. an effort to bring the
problem to public attention.

world's population growing 10 6.2 billion
by
the
year
2000.
This escalating population threatens
While birth • rates have fallen in the
the
world
in
many
ways. Human
more industrial, wealthier countries,
demands result in de,struction of forest
rapid growth continues in poorer nations
for
firewood,
increase the deserts by
least able to contend with explosive indamaging farmland, create environmencreases, FornOs said at a news
tal
hazards
ranging from acid rain to atconference.
mospheric disruption and destroy
"This is not a liberal or a conservative
habitat for plants and animals, Fornos
cause, it is not a Democratic or a
said. '
Republican cause, its a humanitarian
The current annual population growth
cause:'
he
said.
is wquivalent to adding 16 countries the
size of El Salvador, explained the presiIt took until 1830 for the population
dent of the private, non-profit populato reach 1 billion, Fornos exlained. By
tion research group. But. Fornos added,
1930, that doubled to 2 billion.
this "silent explosion" is also one of the
The third billion was added in 30
feu crises of our time that people can
years, by 1960, and the 4 billion mark
do
something
about.
was reached in 1975. Now the total is 5
He called on the United States
billion and the next billion could arrive
and other developed nations to imin nine sears, he warned, with the
mediately increase population planning assistance to developing nations.
The United States shoud raise its
population aid from the current $200
million to $,750 million over theynext
three years, and other nations should
follow that example, he said.
The population problem, he said, is
particularly Severe in 20 nations, some
of which i're working to limit growth
while others are pot .yet doing so.
Those facing serious growth by the
end of' this century, he said, include
Bangladesh. Brazil, Burma, China.
Egypt, Ethiopia. India. Indonesia,
Iran, Kenya. South Korea. Mexico.
Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines. Tanzania, Thailand. Turkey.. Vietnam and
Zaire.

Juniors,Seniors &Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...

• Bring a photocopy of
your School LI).
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
Date: April 20. 21. & 22
Time: 10:00 - 2:00
Place: Memorial Union 2nd
•,econ
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MAINE CAMPUS
ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER
Soph. or Jr. with two years remaining
Strong accounting ability
Salaried position
Great experience
See Joe Merrill at the Campu.,
Lord Hall basement 581-1272
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"The interesting thing is that the
senate last Wednesday invalidated the
third question," he said.
Scott said the following Thursday, the
Fair Election Practice Committee, voting
on the basis of the student government
constitution, concluded that the senate
cannot invalidate a student-initiated
referendum.
John O'Dea, off-campus senator, said
that 25 percent of the senate called for
a special meeting of the senate for Monday night so the FEPC can give its report
and explain that the constitution requires
that the third question go to a referendum vote.
O'Dea said, "It can't be shot down.
When 500 students initiate a referendum.
it has to go through.
"At this point it's out of everybody's
hands."
Scott said an analogous situation
would be "if, for example, 500 students
wanted to initiate a referendum to
abolish student government, and the sturknt senate was able to invalidate it."
The second question on the referendum. which asks the student body if they
approve of the admini'stration's new
policy. of requiring freshmen to Ilse on
campus, was initiated by the student
senate. Scott said.
Students can cast their votes on
Thursday either in the Mejnorial Union
during the day or in the diningcommons
at lunch and dinnertime.
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20th Century Music
Ensemble now interviewing
for the 1987-88 performance season ...
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Call Don Stratton at 581-1256
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Bears take Huskies 2 for 3 over weekend
by Dave Gretly
Staff Writer

You knew that the University of
Maine bats would come alive sooner or
later, and this weekend they did.
The Black Bears, led by Gary Dube,
Dan Kane, and Don Hutchinson, lashed out 30 hits on their way to taking two
''out of three games from the
Northeastern Huskies.
Maine swept Saturday's doubleheader 7-4 and 9-1 before dropping Sunday's finale, 8-5.
The Huskies came into the series with
a 3-0 conference record while the Bears
had been struggling to get untracked.

In the first game, Maine took the lead
for good in the third inning. After Dube
lined out to pitcher Brian Baldwin, Hutchinson slapped a single up the middle.
Kane promptly drilled Baldwin's next
pitch over the right centerfield fence, giving the Black Bears a 2-0 lead. Dan Etz%tiler then hit a rocket off of the centerfield fence for a double, but catcher Colin Ryan struck out and centerfielder
Gary LaPierre lined hard to left field to
end the inning.
Northeastern came back with a run in
the fourth on Kendall Buckner's RBI
single, but in its half of the fourth Maine
was all over Baldwin again.
Second baseman Bill Anthoine led off

with a walk and moved to third on Mike
Delucia's hit-and-run single to left.
Shortstop Mike Dutil then hit a slow
roller to third, but Buckner's throw to
first was off the mark, allowing Anthoine to score and Delucia to go to
third.
Dube then doubled to left, scoring
Delucia and moving Dutil to third. After
Hutchinson plated Dutil with a sacrifice
fly, the hot-hitting Kane blasted a double to right-center to score Dube, and
Baldwin was mercifully sent to the
showers.
Brian Conroy came on for the
Huskies and immediately walked Etaweiler 1 altilerre then bounced one

towards left but Buckner made a diving
stab and threw out LaPierre to end the
inning.
For the Black Bears, Steve Loubier
picked up the win, giving up eight hits
and four runs in 6-1/3 innings. Marc
Powers came on to pick up the save.
In the second game, Maine took an
early 4-0 lead and never looked back.
Dube, who was a constant annoyance
to the Huskies, led off the first with a
walk and moved to third on Hutchinson's
single.
Hutchinson stole second and piteher
Russ Cormier wisely pitched around.
Kane, walking him to load the bases:
(see BALL page 10)
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Buy your Senior Formal
Tickets Today!!
"The Informal Formal"

ig

6

-- no gowns or tuxes required!
(Gustafson photo)

Available at the Senior
Booth in the Union

Only $15.00
***********

DEADLINE: MQnday,
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ICE CREAM SOMIMERO
VANILI.A Ice Ceani
Vodka
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Garnishe,a with whipped cream
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Assistant Advertising Manager
and
Sales Staff
for The Daily Maine Campus
for the 1987 year.
Apply at 107A Lord Hall, 581-1273.
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(continued from page 9)
Ltzweiler then lifted a sacrifice fly to
score Dube. After Ryan struck out.
LaPierre singled but Hutchinson was
thrown out at the plate to end the inning.
In the bottom of the second. Maine
got three more. Delucia rapped a oneout double down the right field line and
went to third on a passed ball. After
Dutil grounded out, Dube doubled down
the rightfield line, scoring Delucia. Hutchinson followed with a single up the
middle.
Dube scored and Hutchinson took second on the throw to the plate. Kane
then drove in Hutchinson with a double
up the left-centerfield gap. Kane pulled
a hamstring" muscle rounding first and
was forced to leave the game.
The L-Maine Rugby Club lost Saturday to Ply mouth State College, 16-6. The club's
final game of the spring season will be this Saturday at noon with the A-squad
playing Portland Men's Club and the B-squad taking on LMaine-Machias afterward

Recreational Employment
Summer positions are available in the heart of the White Mountains. We
are looking for a number of responsible people to assist in our canoe
and kayak rental program. Prior experience is not necessary. Outdoor
Work and the opportunity to learn to kayak and canoe makes for an enjoyable summer experience. Limited housing is available. ,
I

Sato Bound

•
•

1
114

Canoe & Kayak
(603) 447-2177
Rt. 302 Box 119
Center Conway. NH 03813

After Northeastern's Dave McMullin
had cut the Maine lead to 4-1 with a solo
homer in the fourth. Maine put the game
away with five unearned runs in the bottom of the fifth.
Cormier got himself in trouble by
walking Etzweiler and Ryan to start the
inning. But with two out, Cormier got
Mike Delucia to ground to short. Jim
Mulry threw to second to try to force
Ryan but his throw ended up in right
field. Instead of getting out of the inning, Cormier watched as Etzweiler
scored and Delucia and Ryan ended up
on second and third.
Dutil then beat out an infield hit and
Ryan scored to make it 6-1. Dube hit his

Off Campus Board presents

off campus student

Maine Day
A day ofcommunity service in the Town of Orono.

Wednesday April 22, from 8 am to 1 pm.
Sho

our support for Maine Day and the off campus community by
, volunteering your time on Maine Day in Orono
to perform various service projects.

Please meet at 8 am in the municipaYlot behind Pat's.
At:

FREE BBQ following the morning's events at
12:30 p.m. in Webster Parkfor participants.
BRING YOUR RAKES AND SHOVELS!

Community members are invited to join
us in the festivities.

first homer of the year to give Maine a
9-1 lead.
Jeff Plympton worked 5-2/3 innings
to pick up his second straight win.
Plympton struggled with his control,
walking seven and hittinga batter. He
also struck out eight and allowed one
run on just three hits. Jay Kemble worked the last I-1 3 innnings.
The double-header sweep gave the
Black Bears some much needed confidence, along with two important conference victories.
"Things look good now," Dube said
following Saturday's second game.
"Team confidence is way up. This should
loosen things up a little."
Although Dube had played in only ten
games before Saturday, he swung the bat
like he wanted to_stayin_thelinc,up He
had four hits, five RBIs. and scored five
times on the day.
"I had a lot of confidence in myself
and I kept my spirits up," he said.
"He (Dube) was a sparkplug," Kane
said. "He really. wanted to play.."
Kane, who was five for five on the day,
said that getting an early lead with
Loubier and Plympton on the mound
was the key to the sweep.
"Getting men on really helped," he
said: "If we can get off to a lead with
Loubier and Plympton on the mound,
wen in good shape."
On Sunday, a seventh inning grand
slam by Chuck Allard ruined Maine's
hope for a sweep of the series.
With the score tied at three, Dale
Plummer had pitched four innings of
shutout ball in relief of freshman starter
Jim Dillon when he ran into trouble in
the top of the seventh.
Mulry led off-the inning with a single,
but Gary Nelson popped out trying to
sacrifice him to second. John Griffin
then bounced one to the left of the
mound that looked like it would turn into an inning-ending double play. But
Plummer bobbled the ball and had to
settle for the sure out at first as Mulry
moved into scoring position.
With designated hitter Dave McMullin
at the plate, and light-hitting freshman
Bill Murphy in the on-deck circle, Maine
Coach John Winkin told Plummer to
walk McMullin. The strategy backfired
when Plummer hit Murphy to load the
bases and Allard launched a homerun to
clear them and give the Huskies a 7-3
lead.
Maine cut the lead 10 7.5 on Don Hutchinson's two-run double to deep center.
Killelea was removed in favor of
sophomore Rick Deraney who caught
Etzweiler looking to end the threat.
In the eighth, Maine came within a
couple of feet of tying the game.
With two outs and Ryan on first, Kane
came to the plate to pinch hit. Kane had
not played the first severktmings because
of the hamstring pull tha he suffered in
Saturday's game.
With the crowd pleading for some
more Kane heroics, he drove a deep fly
ball to right-center that Murphy caught
with his back against the 375 ft. sign to
end the inning.
Northeastern added an insurance run
in the ninth on Murphy's sacrifice fly.
Deraney retired Maine in order in the
ninth.
Plummer took the loss for the Black
Bears who dropped to 17-17 overall and
5-3 in the conference. Killelea picked up
the win for Northeastern. They are now
9-6 overall and 4-2 in th conference.
The Black Bears take on Husson College in a 1 p.m. double header on Thursday before travelling to the University of
New Hampshire next weekend for three
conference games.
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FAIR ELECTIONS PRATICE COMMISSION WILL BE HOLDING A

STUDENT REFERENDUM
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THURSDAY, APRIL 23rd
The following three questions will be presented:
Do you approve of the $200 Mandatory Student Life Fee approved by the Board
of Trustees?
Do you approve of mandatory freshman housing as proposed by the
Administration?
Do you approve of: An act to hold a special erection for the posifion ofPresident
of Student Government?

Voting will take place
10:043 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. in the Memorial Union for all off campus students
11:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m.in the dining commons for on campus students

If you have concerns on any of these issues, vote this Thursday.

STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE A SAY. SO SAY IT!
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Students of the University of Maine Present

A Conference on the
Biomedical Aspects of
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Thursday, April 23, 1987
12:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Hutchins Concert Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine

is FREE
TOPICS

Admission
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*12:30 - 1:30 AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL OVERVIEW OF AIDS
1:30 - 2:30 THE INTRACELLULAR MECHANISM OF THE
AIDS RETROVIRUS
2:30 - 3:00 BREAK
3:00 - 4:00 CHEMOTHERAPIES FOR PATIENTS WITH Alps
* 4:00 - 5:00 PUBLIC HEALTH MANAGEMENT OF AIDS
* Of particular interest to a general audience.
SPONSORED B1'
The Student Senate
The Graduate Student Board
The Department of Microbiology

President Lick
Vice President Tarr
Vice President 4ceto

The Cutler Health Center
The Department of Sociology and Social HUH,
The School of Nursing
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What is Maine Day?
Service projects 8:0042.00
Join the hundreds of students beautifying the campus! Projects
range from cleaning the tennis courts to painting dormitory
wings. If you work in the morning, you will receive a button which
entitles you to free admission to the beach party. If you want to
join the hundreds beautifying the campus on MAINE DAY, contact Beth Smith or Rodney Mondor at 581-1148.

RAY BOSTON

4P.Rn, 22,19'61
Barbeque 12:00 - 1:30

-

-

Enjoy a residential life BBQ at the Steamplant parking lot with others wild participated.
in the service projects. All those students with a meal plan will be admitted free of charge,
and those that work on the service projects. but_clon't have ameal plan pay only a small
fee. Bring your meal ticket with you and get) psyched for some great food and fun!!

00ZEBALL 2:00 - 4:00
Volleyball in the mud! Oozeball is a fundraiser for Operation Liftoff, a wish fulfillment
foundation for children in Maine who have life-threatening illnesses. Help send Tasha,
a four year old girl to Disney World! Come cheer on the teams at the steamplant
parking lot on Maine Day, but watch out for the MUD!!!

Ray Boston 9:00 - 1:00
What a party! Sand, sun, and surf at Ray Boston's Summertime Anytime beach party
in the Fieldhouse. Free admission if you work in the morning...all others pay four dollars.
Classes will not be in session so everyone can participate on MAINE DAY,
Wednesday, April 22.

IE Iea!:says
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Thus Beach Party Includes the Reel Stuff!
• Ben & Jerry s Ice Cream at No C at
• Two Pools (One 3.000 gal 341
One 1.000 gal 2 tt deep')
• Beach area complete with sand,
scenery and sun lamps
• Heavy duty lighting to make everyone
look tanned
• Heating tire room to a toasty
summertime temperature
• Two 8-11 lifeguard chairs
• Beach balls chairs, and umbrellas
• Free T-shirts
• Dance Floor
• Golf Area
Summertime
•
decorations
.Twit",games and much much more.
AU thiar's wising is you and yaw bathing suit!
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TAU KAPPA EPSILON
PRE-MAINE DAY SPRING BASH
non-alcoholic party
PLACE:_TAU KAPPA EPSILON
DATE: APRIL 21, 1987
TIME: 5 pm to I am
TICKETS AVAILIABLE AT TKE HOUSE
FOR $3.00
1111 BARBEQUE FROM 6:00 TO 8:00
2 LIVE BANDS: INCLUDING:
LIVE BAIT FROM 9:30 ON
SODA AND MOCKTAILS AND PLENTY OF
r:11 A.144
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